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An unsteady lifting-line theory for time-domain problems with arbitrary kinematics is
presented. This is formulated by matching a vortex particle based 2D inner model with a
3D vortex lattice wake. This and a small-amplitude frequency-domain unsteady lifting-line
theory are then verified against experiment and computational fluid dynamics for the case of
a flat rectangular plate oscillating in heave at aspect ratios 3 and 6. Both lifting-line theories
were found to generally be in good agreement with experimental and CFD results, providing
reasonable solutions even in cases dominated byLEV shedding. For larger amplitude problems,
the new non-linear geometry lifting-line theory predicted larger amplitudes and higher average
lift coefficient than the small-amplitude lifting-line theory.

Nomenclature

An = Fourier coefficients
AR = aspect ratio
c = chord
s = semispan
h = plunge displacement
h0 = plunge amplitude
k = ωc/2U = chord reduced frequency
M = a point on the wing surface
N = number of inner solutions
t = time
∆t = time step
U = fluid velocity
v = vortex core diameter
w = downwash
x = coordinate in global system
x, y, z = coordinates
α = angle of attack
Γ = vorticity
γ = vorticity density
θ = angular coordinate on airfoil
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ν = ωs/U = span reduced frequency
ξ = Inner solution coordinate
φ = velocity potential
Subscripts
b = bound vorticity
d = drag
f = airfoil coordinate system
i = spanwise index
l = 2D lift
L = 3D lift
n = normal to airfoil
s = leading edge suction
∞ = free stream
Abbreviations
LAULLT = large amplitude unsteady lifting-line theory
LLT = lifting-line theory
te = trailing edge
tev = trailing edge vortex
ULLT = unsteady lifting-line theory
Domains
I = inner domain
L = lifting-line
O = outer domain
S = wing surface
Σ = wake surface
Modifiers
•′ = coordinate in outer solution
Û• = time derivative

I. Introduction

For the modern engineer, the leveraging of unsteady flow is becoming increasingly important in the pursuit of
performance, efficiency and capability.
At the small scale, micro-air vehicle (MAV) designers are aiming to replicate the aerodynamic mechanisms employed

by insects. MAVs typically operate at Reynolds numbers of O(104) or less [1], making rotary wings an ineffective
means by which to achieve hovering capability. It has been proposed that MAVs replicate the mechanism used by
insects. Insects flap their wings to produce lift whilst hovering. Sufficient lift would not be generated were it not for the
shedding of a free vortex from the leading edge of the insect’s wing. This lift enhancing vortex is known as a leading
edge vortex (LEV) [2].

At larger scales are energy harvesting mechanisms and flexible aerodynamic structures. Energy harvesting by
vortex-induced motions can reduce the environmental impact and, potentially, the cost of renewable energy [3].
Mechanisms typically either depend upon shedding vortices from either side of a body, or upon generating vortices
upstream of a body. These vortices induce forces that can be harvested for energy production.

Flexible aerodynamic structures can be found in high aspect ratio aircraft [4] and wind turbines [5]. The interaction
of a flexible structure and its aerodynamics results in a computationally expensive coupled problem. Engineers must be
able to verify that a control input or environmental perturbation will not lead to damaging loads on the structure [6], be
able to model the outcome of control inputs and understand the implications of the mass and stiffness distribution across
the structure during design [7].

All of the above involve the unsteady aerodynamics of wings. Such problems currently require expensive
computational techniques such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [8–10] or the viscous vortex particle method
(VVPM) [11, 12] to ensure that all physics are captured. This is a challenge during the design phase, where low cost
simulation is required for optimization. And during use, these methods are too expensive for real-time simulation and
control. This has lead to the development of low-order methods which aim to model only the most important physics of
the problem. This is typically achieved within the framework of potential flow.
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The common example is that of an airfoil in steady state. The airfoil is subject to lift. So long as the airfoil does
not enter a stalled flow regime, viscosity can be neglected. For certain geometries the velocity potential field can be
obtained using conformal mapping. This maps a cylinder containing vorticity in the complex plane to the real plane
containing the problem geometry [13].

For more general geometries, the model can be further simplified by modelling the airfoil using thin airfoil theory
[13]. Analytical or computational effort can be reduced due to the knowledge the thickness is much smaller than the
chord of the airfoil. Boundary conditions can be moved the airfoil chord line. Such a model is only suitable for small
angles of attack. It is therefore typically linearized.

Such gross simplifications can limit the applicability of a model such that its utility is lost. Selected important
physical phenomena are therefore added to the simplified model. For example, the viscous boundary layer is added to a
potential flow model in popular airfoil analysis packages such as XFoil [14] and JavaFoil [15].

For unsteady problems, quasi-steady thin airfoil theory can give inaccurate results [16]. This is because the wake,
required to satisfy the Kelvin condition, is not present. The wake induces a downwash on the airfoil. Adding the unsteady
wake to planar thin airfoils allowed the analysis of classic problems such as oscillating airfoils [17–19], impulsively
starting plates [20] and the responses of airfoils to gusts [21, 22]. Arbitrary problems could be solved using the step
functions models in conjunction with the Duhamel integral [23], and equivalence between frequency domain and time
domain models can be shown [24]. Such models depend upon the satisfaction of the Kutta condition at the trailing edge
to compute the strength of the wake, and assume that all amplitudes are small.

However, not all amplitudes are small. Extending unsteady models to large amplitudes requires non-linear geometry.
Non-linear geometries typically require a numerical approach. These models can typically be divided into those that
use the Milne-Thomson theorem [13] such as [25, 26], or models solved purely in the physical plane [27]. The latter
are typically more flexible due the the former’s requirement that geometry be transformed between the physical and
complex planes.

Models that add only non-linear geometry cannot model dynamic stall [28]. Dynamic stall is the separation of the
boundary layer occurring at the leading edge due to rapid changes in angle of attack. The newly formed shear layer
then rolls up to form a leading edge vortex (LEV). The LEV, being in such close proximity to the airfoil, significantly
affects the flow around the airfoil. This problem is typically tackled numerically. Darakananda and Eldredge place the
models used into two groups [29]. Firstly, those that model the LEV as a single entity, being fed by the shear layer off
the leading edge [29–31]. Secondly, those that model the shear layer using vortex elements and let it convect according
to the laws of vortex dynamics [32–35]. The former model is simpler and better suited to real-time applications. The
latter is slower, requiring the solution of the n-body problem, but can model a larger range of phenomena including large
coherent vortex structures.

Many of these methods focus on a flat plate. The sharp leading edge leads to separation at the slightest perturbation,
so it can be assumed that separation is always occurring. Such assumptions cannot be applied to the rounded leading
edge of common airfoils however. Some form of shedding criterion is sought. Since boundary layer separation is
strongly related to inverse pressure gradients on the surface of the airfoil, the leading edge suction of an airfoil [13] is a
useful property by which separation might be determined, as in [32].

It is often the case that challenging phenomena such as LEVs affect the result of a model less than expected.
McGowan et al. [16] showed that Theodorsen’s theory [17] performed surprisingly well even when the assumptions of
small amplitudes and trailing edge wake shedding were violated. This is because when an LEV is close to the surface
of an airfoil, it acts as if part of the bound vorticity. Also, at higher frequencies of oscillation, the force required to
accelerate the fluid around an airfoil - the non-circulatory force - can dominate the forces due the the airfoil’s bound
vorticity - the circulatory forces.

Extending two dimensional models to the third dimension has been challenging. Finite wings add additional
phenomena to the problem. The most prevalent is Helmholtz’s theorem: a vortex filament must not end in the fluid. In
steady-state the basic requirement for lift is bound vorticity. A wing creating lift must therefore shed its bound vorticity
into the wake. This wake induces a downwash on the wing. Matters are further complicated by the velocity induced on
the wing by the wing itself.

The most simple method by which three dimensional problems can be modelled is to ignore these new phenomena.
This leads to strip theory. Strips of the wing’s span are modelled as independent two dimensional problems [23]. One
of the primary advantages of this approach is the simplicity with which even a complex two dimensional solution can be
applied a three dimensional problem.

If the wing’s bound vorticity distribution varies sufficiently slowly in the span direction, the self-interaction of the
wing surface with respect to span will be minimal. This is often the case for high aspect ratio wings. Neglecting this
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self-interaction, but including the downwash induced by the wake leads to lifting-line theory (LLT).
In unsteady problems, complex wake structures can form even with low amplitude kinematics [36, 37]. A common

problem is the oscillation of a plate. Unsteady lifting-line theories modelling this problem are numerous [38–42], but
typically assume a planar wake with no self convection.

At larger amplitudes, dynamic stall again becomes an important phenomena. In its three dimensional guise, the
LEV is more complex. Internal axial flow occurs along the length of a filament structure [43]. Even where the two
dimensional problem does not appear to change with respect to span, internal axial flow can occur. This axial flow
appears to play a roll in the stabilization of LEV [44], making it an essential feature if insect wings are to be modelled.
The LEV need not exist over the entire length of the wing. Commonly the LEV forms an arch structure terminating on
the wing surface [10, 45]. The arch is highly three dimensional in nature, and causes strong three dimensional flows in
its close vicinity.

Modelling the three dimensional flow around a wing has lead to the development of numerical methods. The most
common of these is the unsteady vortex lattice method [13]. A vortex lattice represents both wing and wake. The wake
is convected according to the laws of vortex dynamics. The numerical nature means that non-linear geometry and
arbitrary kinematics can be modelled within easy to program and easy to extend framework. However, the large number
of interactions within the method make it increasingly numerically expensive, and the inherent instability of a vortex
sheet modelled by rings can cause practical difficulty.

More recently, and particularly in the domain of wind turbine analysis, methods that represent the free wake as a
vortex particle sheet have become popular [46, 47]. These codes can be accelerated with tree-based algorithms [48, 49],
although they remain computationally expensive. In three dimensions, vortex particle methods do not appear as robust
as their two dimensional counterparts. The flow will eventually develop regions of high vorticity, or the particles may
no longer represent the geometry of the vortex sheet. These problems can be tackled with redistribution and relaxation
schemes [50]. Vortex particles can also be used to model viscous effects that are necessary for phenomena such as the
merging of vortex particle rings.

Whilst such methods can be extended to include more complex phenomena such as LEV shedding [51], their
numerical nature leads to a loss of emphasis on the phenomena of the problem.

The focus on phenomena makes unsteady lifting-line theories (ULLTs) attractive. In addition, by modelling only
selected phenomena, the computational cost is reduced. The mathematical complexity of ULLTs has long remained a
challenge however. A ULLT valid for all sized features in the wake [42] only exists in the frequency domain. This has
been used to understand the validity of time domain ULLTs. Currently, even time domain methods assuming straight
wings and small displacements [52, 53] are limited in terms of the frequency of their kinematics. Whilst a ULLT for
non-linear geometry exists [54], being based on a 2D vortex element method [27], it too is frequency limited.

In terms of low-order modelling of wings, a laudable aim is perhaps a ULLT that is capable of modelling dynamic
stall. The idea faces multiple hurdles. The biggest of these is due to the arch that a LEV structure often forms over
the wing [10, 45]. The consequence of this is a rapid change of bound vorticity with respect to span, and, in the
neighborhood of the arch structure, 3D flow. The requirement that vorticity change on the span scale, and that the flow
over each chord section is approximately 2D is broken.

However, the foundations of lifting-line theory are often successfully used in violation of the assumptions on which
lifting-line theory is based. Further challenges include the modelling of axial flow within the LEV. The simplicity
of Drakananda and Eldredge’s second, simpler set of 2D LEV shedding models lends themselves more easily to
augmentation by axial flow within the LEV. The location and vorticity of the LEV core is known, allowing both change
in 2D solutions with respect to span to be more easily computed and 3D induced effects to be more easily added. The
reduction in computational expense would also be welcome.

The final two challenges of LEV shedding lifting-line models relate to the state of the art of small amplitude ULLTs.
Firstly, the radius of the LEV is on the chord scale. Consequently, LEV shedding means the LEV must be capable of
modelling chord scale wavelength features in its wake. Whilst in [42] this problem has been solved in the frequency
domain, no solution has yet been obtained in the time domain.

Secondly, the LEV vortex core is unlikely to be straight. The repercussions of this are somewhat unclear. Guermond
and Sellier [42] note that a ULLT is asymptotically invalid for a curved wing (with its consequently curved wake) for
wake wavelength shorter than the span scale. This is because the wake induces velocities in the spanwise direction.
Non-linear geometry leads to wake filament curvature due vortex roll-up. It may therefore be impossible to generate a
geometrically non-linear time-domain ULLT valid for small wake wavelengths, let alone a theory that includes LEV
shedding.

For all the mathematical obstacles that litter the path to an lifting-line theory that includes LEV shedding, low-order
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Fig. 1 A wing with surface S and its wake with surface Σ. The wing surface can be reduced to a lifting line L.

models can at times be accurate well beyond their limiting assumptions. A step in the direction of enriching ULLTs for
more complex phenomena is therefore taken here. A numerical time-domain ULLT including non-linear geometry is
formulated, valid for higher frequencies than the ULLT of Ramesh et al. [54]. As noted, the method may be valuable for
problems with non-planar wakes and LEVs that effectively remain part of the bound vorticity. The large amplitude
unsteady lifting-line theory (LAULLT) is formulated in section II, along with a description of a small amplitude LLT for
comparison ([41]). An explanation of the experimental methods and CFD to be employed in this paper are given in
section III and section IV respectively. The LAULLT and the small amplitude ULLT are then verified against CFD and
experiment frequency domain problems in section V. Concluding remarks are given in section VI.

II. Theory
A high aspect ratio, straight wing is considered as shown in Fig. 1. The free stream acts in the x direction and the

wing is free to move in pitch and heave. The wake is convected downstream in the x direction.
Since the wing is of high aspect ratio, AR, the semispan scale s is much larger than the chord scale c, so AR = 2s/c � 1.

If we also assume that the bound vorticity, Γb(y; t), varies on the span scale, we can apply lifting-line theory (LLT) to
the problem.

The flow over a chord section of the wing is approximately two dimensional, with an extra induced velocity
accounting for three dimensional finite wing effects. Since the wing is straight, these finite wing effects are due to
the three dimensional wake. The extra induced velocity is the difference between the downwash induced by a two
dimensional wake (already accounted for by the two dimensional problem) and a full three dimensional wake.

Close to a given chord section, the two dimensional problem’s wake matches that of the three dimensional problem.
The differences that lead to the extra induced velocity therefore only occur a distance on the span scale away from a
given chord section. Working on the span scale means that the chord scale can be neglected and that the wing surface S
contracts to a (lifting-) line, L. Hence, the downwash need only be computed on the lifting line. This span scale domain
is called the outer solution, since s is the large variable. The small variable (c) solution is called the inner solution.

The inner solutions communicate their mutually induced velocities via the outer solution, with interaction occurring
via the lifting line. Limiting the interaction reduces the number of variables to be solved simultaneously and allows the
integration of two dimensional theories. For steady state, this was first done by Prandtl [55] although more complex
schemes [56] are now used to integrate non-linear aerodynamics. The analytical treatment of unsteady problems is
somewhat challenging. A solution for small amplitude harmonic oscillation of swept wings is given by Guermond and
Sellier [42]. The implementation of Sclavounos’ small-amplitude, harmonic oscillation ULLT [41] is far simpler, but it
is limited to wake wavelengths larger than the chord scale, and straight wings.

In the time domain, pickings are far slimmer. Devinant [52] identified a framework for numerical unsteady
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Fig. 2 A representation of the wing as a lifting line L and the consequent wake.

time-domain LLTs based upon the work of Guermond and Sellier [42]. This framework is used here.
For numerical consideration, the various sub-domains within the problem must be identified. Consider the wing

surface S and its wake Σ as shown in Fig. 1. The wing can be represented by a straight lifting line L. This simplification
is shown in Fig. 2, where the wake Σ has also been further subdivided into domains I, Owi and O.

The domain I is the inner domain and is of radius c. This domain contains the bound vorticity about the wing section.
The wake of the inner domain is convected downstream into the domain Owi . Hence the inner problem considers the
domain I ∪Owi .

The outer problem is concerned with the outer wake. The domain containing the vorticity shed from the inner
domain Owi is also present in the outer domain. The wake of the lifting line not due to the inner domain I is the domain
O. The entire wake of the lifting line is O ∪Owi .

Consider the downwash w(M) at a point on the wing surface M ∈ S. It can be evaluated as the downwash from the
inner 2D domain, plus some downwash due to finite wing effects from the outer domain:

w(M) = win(M) + wout (M) (1)

where win(M) is the downwash from the inner domain and wout (M) is the finite wing correction.
Due to lifting line approximation we can only evaluate the downwash due the the domain O ∪Owi on the lifting

line L. M on the lifting line is called M0. For frequency domain problems it has been shown by Ahmadi and Widnall
[40] and Guermond and Sellier [42] that the complex downwash at any point M on S due to the outer domain can be
computed from the complex downwash on the lifting line wout (M0):

wout (M) =

{
0

R(e−ikxwout (M0))

}
(2)

where k = ωc/2U is the chord reduced frequency for a section oscillating at circular frequency ω.
However, a time-domain theory is sought, and the above cannot be applied. It become necessary to assume uniform

downwash over the chord. The above allows an estimate of error to be found. Assuming uniform downwash over an
inner solution is equivalent to setting e−ikx = 1. Chord reduced frequency k must be of o(1) for e−ikx ≈ 1. Since
AR � 1 and k = ν/AR, span reduced frequency ν must be at most of O(1). The wake wavelength λ = 2πU/ω is of
O(s)/O(ν). For validity, the wavelength is therefore λ = O(s) or λ � s, or - for rectangular wings - k � 1.

To compute the downwash at any point on the lifting line, the contributions due to of each part of the domain must
be considered.

The velocity induced by the inner 2D domain I ∪Owi on M ∈ I is given by

w2D(M) = wb(M) + wI (M) + wwi(M). (3)
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Fig. 3 Airfoil frame coordinate system for inner solution. The camber line of the airfoil is shown.

where wb indicates the effects of bound vorticity, wI the effect of vorticity in I and wwi the effect of shed vorticity
in the inner domain that has been convected into Owi . The downwash due to Owi is accounted for in both the inner
domain, and the outer domain O ∪Owi . Hence it must be subtracted to obtain the first order complete downwash:

w(M) = w2D(M) + wout (M0) − wwi(M0) + o(1/A) (4)

Additional terms are needed if a swept or curved wing is to be considered.

A. Inner solution
The inner solution is modeled on the large amplitude unsteady thin airfoil theory of Ramesh et al. [27], although

any vortex shedding theory could be substituted (for example Yan et al. [26], Katz and Plotkin [13], or McCune et al.
[25]). Interested readers should refer to [27] for further details.

The ith inner solution on the lifting line is at y = yi on L where i = 0, 1, ..., N and yi < yi+1. It can be considered as
if almost in isolation. The interaction between inner solution is via the wake and the induced downwash. Due to the
induced downwash, the local free stream, U, from the perspective of the inner solution, is

U(yi; t) = U∞ + wout (M0(yi)) − wwi(M0(yi)) (5)

where U∞ is the free stream velocity.
The inner solution uses a two dimensional coordinate system. A point in this system is donated by ξ .
The airfoil frame coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 3, where the chord is on x f ∈ [−c/2, c/2], where

x f = −c/2 is the leading edge. The bound vorticity distribution over the foil can be modeled using a Fourier series with
an additional leading edge singularity,

γb(yi; t) = 2|U∞ |

(
A0(yi; t)

1 + cos(θ)
sin(θ)

+
∑
n=1

An(yi; t) sin(nθ)

)
(6)

where γb is the bound vorticity density on the airfoil, x f =
c
2 cos(θ) and An are unknown coefficients. In steady state,

this satisfies the Kutta condition implicitly. The deviation from the Kutta condition in unsteady problems seems to have
little by way of consequences. This expression can be integrated to find the total bound vorticity, Γb associated with the
chord section

Γb(yi; t) =
|U∞ |c(yi)

2
π

(
A0 +

A1

2

)
(7)

The coefficients An can be found by apply in a Neumann boundary condition on the airfoil. Consequently they are
calculated as

A0(yi; t) = −
1
π

∫ π

0

W
|U∞ |

dθ (8)

An(yi; t) =
2
π

∫ π

0

W
|U∞ |

cos(nθ) dθ (9)

where W is the downwash on the airfoil section at yi . The downwash includes components from the free stream, any
downwash induced by movement, and the induced velocity of the wake.
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Fig. 4 Wake shedding from the trailing edge of the inner solution. The camber line of the airfoil is shown.

The wake sheet is represented by regularized vortex particles. A time marching procedure is used to generate
new particles. The mth particle has radius ν, position ξ i,m and vorticity Γi,m. Using the Vatistas, Kozel & Mih [57]
regularization, the induced velocity induced by the mth vortex particle at a point ξ can be computed.

∂φi,m

∂ξ1
=
Γi,m

2π
ξ2 − ξ i,m2√(

(ξ1 − ξ i,m1
)2 + (ξ2 − ξ i,m2

)2
)2
+ ν4

(10)

∂φi,m

∂ξ2
= −
Γi,m

2π
ξ1 − ξ i,m1√(

(ξ1 − ξ i,m1
)2 + (ξ2 − ξ i,m2

)2
)2
+ ν4

(11)

where φi,m is the velocity potential field of the mth particle.
This allows the downwash W to be calculated:

W(x f , yi; t) =
∂η

∂x f

(
U ·

{
cosα
− sinα

}
+ Ûh sinα +

∂φtev
∂x f

)
− U ·

{
sinα
cosα

}
−
Ûαc
2
(x f − a) + Ûh cosα −

∂φtev
dz f

(12)

where φtev is the sum of the trailing edge vortex velocity potentials, α is the angle of attack, h is the plunge displacement
and Û• indicates the derivative in time. η represents the camber distribution of the airfoil.

The time marching technique requires new vortex particles to be shed into the wake of the airfoil. A vortex particle
shed at time-step m (and t = tm) is placed at

ξm |tm =

{
ξ te |tm +

2∆t
3 (U +

Ûξ te |tm ), if m = 0
ξ te |tm +

2
3 (ξm−1 |tm − ξ te |tm ), otherwise

(13)

where ξ te is the coordinate of the trailing edge. The vortex core radius is approximately 1.3 times the spacing between
the particles.

To compute the strength of a new vortex particle the Kelvin condition is needed.

Γb(tm) +
m∑
p=0
Γp = 0 (14)

The strength of the new particle solved linearly by computing the effect of the new vortex particle on coefficients A0 and
A1.

The normal force on the airfoil can be computed as

Cn(yi; t) =
2
|U∞ |

[(
U ·

{
cosα
− sinα

}
+ Ûh sinα

) (
A0 +

1
2

A1

)
+ c

(
3
4
ÛA0 +

1
4
ÛA1 +

1
8
ÛA2

)]
+

2
c |U∞ |2

∫ c/2

−c/2
dx f

∂φtev
∂x f

γb(x f , t) (15)
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Fig. 5 Interpolation of the vortex particles to form a vortex lattice in the outer domain.

Fig. 6 Assembly of the vortex lattice.

And the leading edge suction force is
Cs(yi; t) = 2A2

0 (16)

From Cn and Cs the lift and drag coefficients can be found.

Cl(yi; t) = Cn cosα + Cs sinα (17)

Cd(yi; t) = Cn sinα − Cs cosα (18)

B. The outer wake
The wakes of the inner solutions must be interpolated to produce the wake in the outer solution. The first step in this

process is the transformation of a point in an inner solution in R2 to a point in the outer solution in R3. In the outer
solution the lifting line is assumed to be straight, hence the displacement from the trailing edge is used.

In the outer solution, a point x′ = {x ′, y′, z′} on the wake is assumed to be shed from the lifting line L which lies on
x ′ = z′ = 0 ∈ y′ = [−s, s]. Hence for a point ξ in an inner solution that lies at y = y′ = yi ,

x′ =


ξ1 − ξte1

yi

ξ2 − ξte2

 (19)

Now that points have been transferred to the outer domain, they can be interpolated. At t = tm the mth vortex
particle was shed in each inner solution. These can be interpolated across the i = 0, 1, ..., N inner solutions. Cubic
spline interpolation is used [58]. Where y < y0 or y > yN the cubic spline is linearly extrapolated.
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Using the interpolation of the vortex particles, a vortex lattice can be assembled. Figure 5 shows an assembled
lattice along with its parent vortex particles. Practicality demands that straight vortex filaments are used. The splines
are evaluated at y = {−s, (y0 + y1)/2, (y1 − y2)/2, ..., (yN−1 + yN )/2, s} to create an N + 2 by m grid of points. The grid
is extended by 1 in the m direction such that it is N + 2 by m + 1 by interpolating the lifting-line at the y locations. From
this a lattice can be constructed. Filaments representing the vorticity of vortex particles are placed such that they pass
through a vortex particle in the N direction on the grid. The vorticity of these filaments is set to match the vorticity of
the particle they pass through. Filaments on the lifting line match the bound vorticity of the wing. In the m direction the
strength of filaments are set according to Helmholtz’s theorem. Consequently, they represent the history of the ∂Γb/∂y.
These can be seen in Figure 6.

We can evaluate the induced velocity on a point due to this vortex lattice using the Biot-Savart law for straight
filaments [13]. Evaluating this on the lifting-line gives wout (M0) for the ith inner solution if we evaluate the downwash
at the point M0 = {0, yi, 0}. During this calculation the vortex filaments that make up the lifting-line can be ignored.

We also want to compute wwi(M0). This is computed much like in 2D, except that coordinates from the outer system
are used. On a strip i

wwi(yi) =


∑m

p=0
−Γi,p

2π
z′i,p

x′2i,p+z
′2
i,p

0∑m
p=0

Γi,p

2π
x′i,p

x′2i,p+z
′2
i,p


(20)

The vortex particle are constrained to their inner solutions planes at y = yi . Additionally the downwash from the
three dimensional wake is only computed on the lifting-line. As a consequence wake roll-up cannot occur in the outer
wake. This does not stop wake roll-up from occurring in the inner wake.

To compute the coefficients, the local coefficients are summed.

CL(t) =
1
A

N∑
i=0

Cl(yi; t)c(yi)δi (21)

CD(t) =
1
A

N∑
i=0

Cd(yi; t)c(yi)δi (22)

where δi is the length of span represented by the ith inner solution and A is the wing area. Remaining consistent with
the earlier discretization,

δi =


yi+1−yi−1

2 , if 0 < i < N
y1+y0

2 + s, if i = 0
s − yN−1+yN

2 , if i = N

C. Algorithm
The time marching algorithm is as follows:
1) Construct the outer solution.
2) Compute velocities induced by outer solution.
3) Place new vortex particle in each inner solution.
4) Solve the inner solution.
5) Convect vortex particles in inner solution.

It is notable that the inner solutions can solve for the strength of new vortex particles independently of other inner
solutions. This can be justified by the fact that the new vortex particle remains in very close proximity to the chord
section, in domain I. The detail of the new vortex particle need not be communicated for the same reason that the detail
of the bound vorticity need not be communicated - it is on L.

The method scales well in comparison to vortex lattice or vortex particle methods. The n-body calculation required
for convection dominates the computational cost. For this LAULLT, the computational cost is of O(Nm2). This
contrasts with the cost of the vortex lattice method, which costs O(N2m2). A vortex particle method would require
more evaluations since a great number of particles would be required across the span.
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A secondary benefit is the robustness of the method. Maintaining the stability of a UVLM or vortex particle method
over long time periods can be challenging. Whilst the instability of vortex sheets eventually leads to a somewhat
disordered far wake in the inner solution, this does not affect the stability of the LAULLT solution as a whole.

D. Limitations
The formulation of LAULLT limits the validity of the method. ULLTs assume that aspect ratio is large. On the span

scale, the wing is assumed to be straight. Variation in the chord should occur on the span scale. Additionally, variation
in bound vorticity should also occur on the span scale. As with all lifting-line theories, this technically limits the theory
to wings with cusped tips, but in practice it can be applied to wings with square tips successfully. Whilst the downwash
induced on the lifting-line is not limited with respect to frequency, the assumption that the wash in the inner solution is
uniform limits the method to wake wavelengths of the span scale or larger. This limits the otherwise arbitrary kinematic
input. Finally, the method is subject to the restrictions of the inner solution. In this case, invicid, incompressible and
irrotational flow with no LEV shedding.

E. Sclavounos’ unsteady lifting line theory
The LAULLT will be compared to a small-amplitude harmonic-oscillation ULLT.
Sclavounos’ method [41] is valid for straight wings and wake wavelengths of the chord scale or larger. This

corresponds to a chord reduced frequency k < 1. Like the LAULLT, uniform downwash is assumed in the inner solution.
Details on the implementation of the method can be found in [41, 59].

III. Experimental methods
Direct force measurements and particle image velocimetry are performed in the water flume at the University of

Edinburgh. The water flume is 400 mm wide, the water depth is 340 mm and free stream velocity ranges up to 1 m/s.
A flat plate with a blunt leading edge, made of aluminum with c = 100 mm, 2s = 300 mm, and 2 mm thickness

is submerged in an inflow speed of 0.1 m/s, resulting in the chord based Reynolds number of 10000. The plunging
foil rig consists of two linear motors (LinMot, PS01-23x80F-HP-R20) connected with each other via a linkage system
and a coupler plate (see Figure 7). A six-axis force/torque sensor (ATI Inc., Nano-17 IP68) is mounted between the
coupler plate and the foot plate. The Nano17 sensor can measure forces in the plane of the wing cross section up to
±25 N, and ±35 N in the orthogonal direction, and moments up to ±250 Nmm around the three axes, with a resolution
of 1/160 N for the forces and 1/32 Nmm for the moments. LabVIEW is used to trigger the prescribed motor motion
through a digital output device and also to start recording forces for a synchronised measurement through a DAQ board.
Forces of 8 periods are recorded at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz. The recorded force data are low-pass filtered
by the forth-order Butterworth filter with the cutoff frequency of 16 times the plunging frequency, following which
phase-averaging is applied for 6 periods without the first and the last period of force data.

Flowfield analysis is performed using particle image velocimetry (PIV). A double pulsed Nd:YAG laser (New Wave
Research, Solo PIV, 532 nm, 200 mJ) is used to illuminated the plane at 1/4 of the span of the wing (y = 0.5s). Silver
coated hollow glass spheres (Dantec Dynamics, 10 µm) are used as seeding. Images are obtained by a CCD camera
(IMPERX, B2020 equipped with Nikon 50 mm lens) with a resolution of 2056 pix × 2060 pix. Adaptive multi-pass
cross-correlation is employed to compute velocity vectors, with a first interrogation window of 64 pix × 64 pix, and a
second interrogation window of 32 pix × 32 pix, and an overlap of 50% (DaVis, LaVision Inc.). 4 periods of PIV data
are used for phase-averaging.

IV. Computational Fluid Dynamics
High-fidelity 3D computations of unsteady fluid dynamics are performed at Reynolds number of 10, 000 using the

open-source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM. A body-fitted computational mesh is moved in accordance with prescribed rate
laws, and the time-dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes are solved using a finite-volume method. A second-order
backward implicit scheme is adopted to discretize the transient terms, while second-order, limited Gaussian integration
schemes are used for the gradient, divergence and Laplacian terms. The pressure implicit with splitting of operators
(PISO) algorithm is employed to achieve pressure-velocity coupling. The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model [60]
is used for turbulence closure. The SA model is chosen for this problem because of extensive previous experience in
applying it successfully for unsteady, separated and vortex-dominated flows at Re = 10, 000 such as those considered in
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Fig. 7 Test section and experimental setup: (a) in the flume, (b) side view, (c) detailed view

this research [16, 32]. The trip terms in the original SA model are turned off, and for the low Reynolds number cases
considered in this research, the effects of the turbulence model are confined to the shed vortical structures and wake.

The airfoil chord length c = 0.1m. An O-mesh is constructed, which has 164 cells chordwise, with increased
resolution near the leading and trailing edges. The average spanwise spacing on the wing is c/72, with increased
resolution at the wingtip. The spanwise domain extends 2 chord lengths beyond the wingtip with an average spacing of
c/40 in this region. In the wall-normal direction, cell spacing begins at 4 × 10−5 m next to the wall (y+ < 1) and is
constrained to maximum spacing of c/100 up to a distance of 1.3c away from the wing, and has a maximum spacing of
c/20 up to a distance of 6c from the wing in order to resolve the trailing wake. From thereon, a coarser mesh extends to
12c from the wing with a maximum spacing of c/5. The simulations were carried out at a free stream velocity U = 0.1
m/s and kinematic viscosity 10−6 m2/s.

V. Results and discussion
Results are compared for a flat rectangular plate oscillating in heave at a constant angle of attack. Lift coefficient,

CL , from the LAULLT and Sclavounos’s ULLT are validated against CFD and experiment for the aspect ratio 3 plate,
and against CFD for the aspect ratio 6 plate. The CFD and experiment are also compared to each other.

The plate oscillates in heave, such that the z displacement of the plate is defined by h0 sin(ωt). The motion is defined
in terms of chord reduced frequency k = ωc/2U∞ and normalized heave amplitude h0/c. Four cases were considered,
as detailed in Table 1.

For all the cases the LAULLT wing was was discretized into 16 strips of equal width. This produced a result within
1%. Data was taken after approximately 50 chord lengths had been travelled. This was the 6th oscillation for k = 0.4
and from the 16th oscillation for k = 1. By this point the result had converged within 1% of the final solution. For the
inner solution, eight Fourier terms were used at U∆t/c = 0.015 as was used in [32].

Sclavounos’ ULLT results were computed using 8 Fourier terms to approximate the bound vorticity distribution.
Sclavounos’ ULLT [41] only computes the unsteady part of the solution. As a linear theory it can be summed with a
steady-state solution. This was obtained using Prandtl’s LLT [55] using 16 Fourier terms to approximate the steady-state
bound vorticity distribution. The LAULLT naturally includes steady lift components and needs no such augmentation.

Tabulated numerical results are available in the appendix. These give the amplitude of the lift coefficient, CL ,
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Table 1 Case kinematics. For all cases the angle of attack is constant at α = 4 degrees and the experimental
Reynolds number Re = 10, 000.

Case k h0/c

1 0.4 0.05
2 0.4 0.5
3 1.0 0.05
4 1.0 0.5

defined by the peak to peak amplitude divided by two and the average value of CL .

A. Case 1: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.05
Harmonic plunging oscillations with k = 0.4 and h0/c = 0.05 are considered in this case. The amplitude is small,

so the planar wake assumption, and hence Sclavounos’ ULLT, is expected to give good results.
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the vorticity field of the PIV and CFD data at the quarter-span of the wing.

There is a good agreement between the methods. The boundary layer is thicker on top surface of the wing at the leading
edge due to the small angle of attack. No LEVs form during the oscillation, although the boundary layer does separate
at the leading edge.

Figure 9a shows a comparison of the CL curves for the AR3 case. Both experiment and CFD predict different
average CLs to the potential flow based theories indicating aerodynamic non-linearity. The sharp leading edge leads
the boundary layer to separate at the leading edge and reattach further down stream, creating a bubble. This viscous
phenomena cannot be accounted for in either the Sclavounos / Prandtl model or the LAULLT due to the invicid
assumption. Such bubbles typically result in increased lift.

The LAULLT and Sclavounos / Prandtl ULLT solutions are in good agreement. The CL amplitudes predicted by the
methods are also in good agreement with the predictions of the CFD and experiment. There is a small phase difference
between the lift predicted by the LAULLT and the Sclavounos ULLT, and the CFD and experimental solutions.

At aspect ratio 6, shown in Figure 9b, the LAULLT and Sclavounos / Prandtl solutions are again in good agreement.
Both once again predict a smaller CL amplitude and average than the CFD. There is also a small phase error.

B. Case 2: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.5
The chord reduced frequency is maintained at k = 0.4 whilst the amplitude is increased by a factor of 10 to

h0/c = 0.5.
This leads to an increasingly non-planar wake and to LEV shedding. This is shown in Figure 10, with the good

agreement between the CFD and PIV results shown in Figure 11. The tip vortex forms on the entirety of the wing tip,
not just at the trailing edge. The wake of the wing tip lies close the the path of the tip through the fluid - compared to the
more central sections of the wing, wake deformation is relatively minimal.

At the quarter span, y = 0.5s, LEV shedding and geometric non-linearity is evident. This is shown in both Figure 10
and Figure 11. On the upwards stroke (−0.25 < t/T < 0.25) the boundary layer substantially thickens on the underside
of the leading edge but does not separate to form an LEV. On the downwards stroke (0.25 < t/T < 0.75) an LEV is
formed on the upper surface of the airfoil. The LEV travels along the upper surface of the airfoil before becoming part
of the trailing edge wake. This trailing edge wake is non-planar both due to the large displacements and the deformation
cause by the significant vorticity within it.

At the wing root stronger vortices are formed than at the tip. On the upwards stroke the boundary layer separates
from the airfoil. On the downwards stroke the LEV becomes sufficiently large as to separate from the surface of the
airfoil.

The CL history is shown for both aspect ratios in Figure 12. The non-sinusoidal shape of the experimental and
CFD results in noticeable. The asymmetric shape is due to the asymmetric formation of LEVs. The distortion is
most noticeable for 0.5 < t/T < 1.0, during the latter stages of the grow and then separation of the LEV during the
downwards stroke. This asymmetric LEV shedding is caused by the small angle of attack of the airfoil.

Figure 12b shows the CL history for the aspect ratio 6 case. The deformation of the waveform due to this LEV
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t/T 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75

PIV

CFD

Fig. 8 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U comparison between experimental PIV data and CFD for case 1:
k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.05, AR = 3 and y = 0.5s.

(a) Aspect ratio 3 (b) Aspect ratio 6

Fig. 9 CL history for case 1: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.05
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t/T Tip (y = s) Quarter-span(y = 0.5s) Mid-span(y = 0)

Fig. 10 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U from CFD for case 2: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.5, AR = 3.

t/T 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75

PIV

CFD

Fig. 11 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U comparison between experimental PIV data and CFD for case
2: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.5, AR = 3 and y = 0.5s.
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(a) Aspect ratio 3 (b) Aspect ratio 6

Fig. 12 CL history for case 2: k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.5

shedding is increased at higher aspect ratio, since LEV shedding occurs over a greater portion of the wing’s span. Since
the ULLTs do not model LEVs, the waveforms produced are sinusoidal in shape.

The experiment and CFD match well in phase, but the experimental solution exhibits a larger lift amplitude. Both
the LAULLT and Sclavounos / Prandtl solutions are in close agreement. They predict a smaller CL amplitude than
either the experimental or CFD solutions. Again, the results show a small phase difference.

In comparison to case 1 (k = 0.4, h0/c = 0.05), the CL amplitude scaled linearly with oscillation amplitude for
Sclavounos’ ULLT. The average CL remained the same. The effects of the planar wake assumption of Sclavounos’
method therefore appear be to negligible. Comparatively, the experimental and CFD CL amplitudes have grew by more
than a factor of 10. The CFD and experiment featured LEVs at h0/c = 0.5 not present at h0/c = 0.05.

At aspect ratio 6, the phenomena remain similar. Consequently the analysis of flow phenomena remains similar. The
difference between the result obtained using CFD and the results of the ULLTs become larger, although the LAULLT
and Sclavounos / Prandtl solutions are again in very good agreement. The lifting-line theories again do not reproduce
the non-sinusoidal shape produced by the CFD, and the phase error remains.

C. Case 3: k = 1, h0/c = 0.05
The frequency is increased to k = 1 and the amplitude is returned to the amplitude of h0/c = 0.05. Spanwise

vorticity plots of the CFD are shown in Figure 13. A comparison of CFD and PIV at the quarter span, y = 0.5s, is
shown in Figure 14.

At the wing tip, the wake remains planar. Moving towards the middle of the wing, the vorticity field at the quarter
span and the centre of the wing are very similar. In both cases a small LEV forms at the leading edge on the upper side
of the airfoil on the downwards stroke (0.25 < t/T < 0.75). This LEV remains attached and travels along the upper
surface of the airfoil as seen at t/T = 0.0. The earlier stages of this are more visible in the comparison between the CFD
and PIV in Figure 14, but differences in scale make the later stages more visible in Figure 13. The boundary layer on the
bottom of the airfoil remains thin. Figure 14 shows that the CFD and PIV data are in good agreement.

Figure 15a shows the lift histories for the aspect ratio 3 case. The waveforms produced by the CFD and experiment
differ at the peaks, with the experimental peaks being sharper. The CFD waveform is more sinusoidal. The phase of the
CFD and experiment are in reasonable agreement.

The ULLTs are in very close agreement. They match the amplitude of the of the experimental results but do not
reproduce its non-sinusoidal shape. In comparison to the CFD, the predicted CL amplitude is much larger. There is a
phase difference between the results of the ULLTs and the experiment and CFD.

Aspect ratio 6 results are shown in Figure 15b. The agreement of the ULLTs is slightly worse than at aspect ratio 3,
but still close. The LAULLT predicts a slightly larger CL amplitude. Both ULLTs give a sinusoidal waveform similar to
that of the CFD result. However, the CL amplitude is is larger than that of the CFD and there is a small phase error.
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t/T Tip (y = s) Quarter-span(y = 0.5s) Mid-span(y = 0)

Fig. 13 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U from CFD for case 3: k = 1, h0/c = 0.05, AR = 3.

t/T 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75

PIV

CFD

Fig. 14 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U comparison between experimental PIV data and CFD for case
3: k = 1, h0/c = 0.05, AR = 3 and y = 0.5s.
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(a) Aspect ratio 3 (b) Aspect ratio 6

Fig. 15 CL history for case 3: k = 1.0, h0/c = 0.05

D. Case 4: k = 1, h0/c = 0.5
Chord reduced frequency is set to k = 1 and amplitude is set to h0/c = 0.5. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the

vorticity field computed by the CFD for the aspect ratio 3 and 6 wing respectively. For the AR = 3 case, a Q-criterion
iso-surface is also given in Figure 18 and a comparison to PIV data shown in Figure 19.

At both aspect ratios the flow near the tip is similar in topology. At times t/T = 0.0 and t/T = 0.5, the complexity is
due to the merging of vortex filaments, most easily visualized in Figure 18. This is discussed in [36, 37]. At times
t/T = 0.25 and t/T = 0.75, the tip vorticity is comparatively simpler, with the a cone of vorticity being formed.

At aspect ratio 3, LEVs are formed on both strokes at the quarter-span and mid-span. This is shown by both
PIV data and CFD data in Figure 19. An LEV forms on the top surface on the top surface on the downwards stroke
(0.25 < t/T < 0.75) and is shed into the trailing edge wake during the upwards stroke. The three dimensional shape
of the LEV changes as it travels along the upper surface to form an arch over the centre of the wing. This is seen in
Figure 18.

A smaller LEV forms on the underside of the wing during the upwards stroke (−0.25 < t/T < 0.25). This travels
along the bottom surface of the airfoil during the downwards stroke (0.25 < t/T < 0.75) before being shed into the
trailing edge wake. The LEV forms an arch structure on the underside during the downwards stroke.

The phenomena at aspect ratio 6 are similar, albeit stronger LEVs are formed.
Figure 20a shows the lift history for the aspect ratio 3 case. The CFD and experiment are in good agreement, in

particular with respect to the non-sinusoidal shape of the CL waveform. The LAULLT predicts a larger lift amplitude
than the Sclavounos ULLT, and is in better agreement with the CFD / experiment with respect to phase.

The results for aspect ratio 6 are shown in Figure 20b. The trough of the CFD result deviates further from sinusoidal
than at aspect ratio 3. At the peak, the CFD is well matched by the LAULLT, although the LAULLT trough is significantly
lower. The Sclavounos / Prandtl ULLT predicts a lower lift amplitude than the LAULLT. Consequently it the peak CL is
lower than that of the CFD. The trough value is in reasonable agreement however. The LAULLT is in better phase
agreement with the CFD.
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t/T Tip (y = s) Quarter-span(y = 0.5s) Mid-span(y = 0)

Fig. 16 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U from CFD for case 4: k = 1, h0/c = 0.5, AR = 3.

t/T Tip (y = s) Quarter-span(y = 0.5s) Mid-span(y = 0)

Fig. 17 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U from CFD for case 4: k = 1, h0/c = 0.5, AR = 6.
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t/T Top Bottom

Fig. 18 Q-criterion Q = 5 iso-surface for case 4: k = 1, h0/c = 0.5 AR = 3.
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t/T 0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75

PIV

CFD

Fig. 19 Normalized spanwise vorticity ωyc/U comparison between experimental PIV data and CFD for case
4: k = 1, h0/c = 0.5, AR = 3 and y = 0.5s.

(a) Aspect ratio 3 (b) Aspect ratio 6

Fig. 20 CL history for case 4: k = 1.0, h0/c = 0.5

(a) Aspect ratio 3 (b) Aspect ratio 6

Fig. 21 The x component of the 3D induced velocity on the inner solutions at various points on the wing span
in case 4.

Finally, Figure 21 shows the three dimensional effects of the LAULLT on the inner solutions at various points on the
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wing. The induced velocity in the streamwise direction is shown. At both aspect ratios non-negligible velocities are
induced by the LAULLT. Since the Sclavounos ULLT assumes a planar wake, it neglects these induced velocities.

VI. Conclusions
A large amplitude unsteady lifting-line theory (LAULLT) has been formulated using a large-amplitude thin airfoil

theory as the inner solution. The model features a three dimensional wake in the outer solution.
The LAULLT and a frequency-domain small-amplitude ULLT were verified against experiment and computational

fluid dynamics for a rectangular plate oscillating in plunge for two aspect ratios, two chord reduced frequencies and two
oscillation amplitudes. It was found that both lifting-line theories were generally in agreement with experiment and
CFD.

The LAULLT was generally in very close agreement with the small-amplitude ULLT, albeit usually predicting
marginally higher lift amplitudes. Increasing frequency and amplitude caused it to increases lift amplitude prediction
relative to the small-amplitude ULLT, and introduced a small phase lag, better matching experimental results. The lift
average also changed according to frequency and amplitude.

Results from this study demonstrate that ULLT is a promising approach for low-order modelling of complex 3D
unsteady aerodynamics. Efforts to model flow separation, LEV formation and LEV shedding are ongoing.

Appendix

Table 2 Amplitude and average of CL for case 1: h0/c = 0.05, k = 0.4.

Aspect ratio AR = 3 Aspect ratio AR = 6
Data source CL amplitude CL average CL amplitude CL average

Experiment 0.133 0.224
CFD 0.132 0.251 0.155 0.338
LAULLT 0.127 0.268 0.146 0.321
Sclavounos / Prandtl 0.126 0.254 0.139 0.316

Table 3 Amplitude and average of CL for case 2: h0/c = 0.5, k = 0.4.

Aspect ratio AR = 3 Aspect ratio AR = 6
Data source CL amplitude CL average CL amplitude CL average

Experiment 1.71 0.303
CFD 1.46 0.334 1.66 0.416
LAULLT 1.30 0.264 1.5134 0.321
Sclavounos / Prandtl 1.26 0.254 1.39 0.316

Table 4 Amplitude and average of CL for case 3: h0/c = 0.05, k = 1.

Aspect ratio AR = 3 Aspect ratio AR = 6
Data source CL amplitude CL average CL amplitude CL average

Experiment 0.424 0.226
CFD 0.348 0.257 0.374 0.339
LAULLT 0.417 0.269 0.443 0.322
Sclavounos / Prandtl 0.423 0.254 0.422 0.316
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Table 5 Amplitude and average of CL for case 4: h0/c = 0.5, k = 1.

Aspect ratio AR = 3 Aspect ratio AR = 6
Data source CL amplitude CL average CL amplitude CL average

Experiment 5.11 0.416
CFD 5.01 0.645 4.73 1.20
LAULLT 4.84 0.296 5.32 0.374
Sclavounos / Prandtl 4.23 0.254 4.22 0.317
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